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As our summer progresses it looks like the restrictions
that have been with us since last March are at last being
lifted. Locally, our Village Halls, Sailing Clubs and
Community Groups are beginning to plan for August/
September when hopefully we will be able to get
together a little more freely.

KILCREGGAN
POST OFFICE & HARDW ARE

CLOSED FOR LUNCH MON - TUE - THU - FRI 12:30 - 1:30
KILCREGGAN POST OFFICE - SHORE ROAD - KILCREGGAN - G84 0HG
Tel: 01436 842401 WWW.KILCREGGANPOSTOFFICE.CO.UK

If you are part of a group that is starting up again, please
let us know and we can add your listing to our
What’s On page.
Alternatively if you are a commercial group or business
and would like to advertise we would ask for a small
donation to allow us to continue producing the Pen Mag
and for us to make it available to everyone online free.
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Enquiries: Email Rona on ronatmc@hotmail.com or call
07973424837

PC SALES AND SOLUTIONS
SET UP - REPAIR - CLEANUP - VIRUS REMOVAL - INTERNET ISSUES
DROP BY KILCREGGAN POST OFFICE OR CALL STEPHEN - 01436 842401

rightpoint.solutions

Remember FACTS
for a safer Scotland
Follow us on FaceBook
https://www.facebook.com/kilcreggangarage/

SERVICING YOUR VEHICLE
Servicing your vehicle regularly, even if you are not driving it so much, will
keep it running smoothly and efficiently and allow any issues to be
identified early. The better you look after your vehicle, the longer it will
last and the cheaper and safer it will be to run.
What we do when we service your car:
Flush the engine - this cleans the engine internally and provides antiwear protection.
Replace the oil - the oil lubricates and protects the engine keeping it
running smoothly, preventing seizure and increasing fuel economy.
Replace the filters according to the manufacturer’s schedule – the filters
prevent dirt getting into the engine and car allowing it to run smoothly
and efficiently.
Check the brakes discs and pads and clean them if required – given our
climate discs rust, especially if they are not used much.
Check the tyre pressures and condition and fluid levels, topping them up
if required preventing damage.
Advise you if any further work is required.

Give us a call on 01436 842 898
Kilcreggan Garage - Your local family run garage
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Face Coverings

Clean Hands and Surfaces Regularly

• Mandatory on public transport, in shops, in certain
indoor public places and should be worn where
distancing is difficult
• Babies, toddlers and children under 5 should not
wear them
• Not required where the person cannot put on,
wear or remove a face covering because of any
mental or physical illness, impairment, or disability
and invisible disability, people who need to
communicate with someone who has difficulties
communicating, or where it will cause severe distress
for the wearer or person in the care of the wearer
• Should be snug yet comfortable, allowing proper
breathing while completely covering nose and mouth
• Wash reusable ones after each use and bin
disposable ones responsibly, cleaning hands
before and after handling

• Wash hands often with soap and water for
20+ seconds, especially after going out or
meeting with other households
• When out, avoid touching hard surfaces and
sanitise hands frequently
• Clean surfaces regularly as the virus can live
on them for 72 hours

Avoid Crowded Places
• Close proximity to others seriously risks spreading
the virus, even outdoors
• If somewhere looks busy, leave and try again
another time

Two Metre Distance
• Keep 2 metres (6 feet) away from others
where possible
• Applies both indoors and outdoors
• Limited exceptions for public transport,
hospitality and retail
• Children under 12 are exempt

Self-isolate and Book a Test if You
Have Symptoms
• If you have any coronavirus symptoms, you and
your household should isolate and you should book
a test straight away at NHSinform.scot or by
calling 0800 028 2816 if you cannot get online

nhsinform.scot/coronavirus
#WeAreScotland
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Cover illustration by Wendy Robinson at WenArtByWendy.
Her work is available on the WenArtByWendy Facebook page and at Shooftie in Helensburgh
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SUPPORTERS CLUB

As we will have no income from sales going forward, we are hoping
some of our regular readers might take out a “subscription”.
We’re asking for just £10 a year (less than £1 an issue), and if you
would like to help, please indicate your support by emailing

info@penmag.co.uk

We will give you the bank details and send you the link to
The Pen Mag every month.
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Editorial
You just put one Pen Mag to bed and two
minutes later the next one comes along – or
that’s what it feels like! But what helps a lot is
the number of local heroes prepared to write
columns for us.
This month Stephen Adam’s Bottled Pleasures
is the now customary mix of hilarious tales
from his time on the road, to some seriously
morish tips on what wine to buy where. This
month’s offering includes the mixed fortunes
he’s experienced with local pianos. One in
particular had its sound improved beyond
compare when he was able to extract several
empty cans from underneath the lid!

Roo Irvine’s antiques offering gives us a
glimpse behind the scene of glass ornaments,
most particularly those made from “leftovers”
with which the workers could exercise their
own creative imaginations without being
bound by the designs on the production
lines.
Our new gardening column has already
proved hugely popular thanks to Liz Mathie’s
ability to interweave solid information
with lots of humour. Liz says that some of
her friends who enjoyed her first offering
last month were moved to ask: “but can
you sustain it?” With friends like these etc.
Judging by this month’s offering she most
certainly can.
After a torrid time with a Post Office saga
– like so many others – Karen and Stephen
Clayton are now able to go ahead with their
plans for renovating the Kilcreggan PO, and
progressing their Visit Kilcreggan project.
They’ve put so much work into keeping this

Christine Murdoch is demob happy being
about to go off on her hols – we like the
thought of her being on a sun kissed island,
just not entirely sure that description always
fits Bute!
Cove Burgh Hall is at last open again for use
by the many local organisations who have
their meetings there, although obviously all
the necessary Covid rules are in place. The
Scottish Dance classes, run by Helen and Roy
Bain, got round all these by having a great
old time dancing in the car park, as you can
see from our pictures inside. Their regular
programme starts again in October.
The hall itself is looking for a new bookings
secretary to co-ordinate all the hires and act
as an essential link between the community
and the hall management.
The volunteer role would ideally suit
someone on the Peninsula who likes social
interaction and who is able to deal with the
administration involved. As with everything
else these days, computer literacy is a given,
but it would also be a great way for one of
our many new residents to get to know their
new patch.
If this appeals, or you know of a likely
candidate, just email the CBH chair, Alison
Morrison alison@hamlethill.co.uk or on
0746 7948 089
Once again we would be grateful for any
reader who feels able to become a supporter
of this community magazine, run entirely
voluntarily and now online only, so no
income from cover price.
It’s just a tenner a year, but it helps us keep
the show on the road.

Editor: Ruth Wishart, ruth@penmag.co.uk
Advertising Director: Rona Grierson, rona@penmag.co.uk
Supporters Club: Marion Hobbs: info@penmag.co.uk
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Meanwhile Sue Montgomery is wrestling
with that familiar July conundrum in
Scotland…what on earn to give/do with the
weans on their summer hols!

local asset going, and we wish them all the
best for the future. They tell their story in
this month’s Village Voice.

the Pen Mag

Dancing to the
end of covid!
Helen Bain
No sir, we can’t boogie but we
sure can country dance!
In line with Scottish Government Guidance,
Scottish country dancing is now allowed,
providing it takes place outside.
Where better to try it than the car park of our
own beloved Cove Burgh Hall?
So a group of our Tuesday morning class dancers
got together for a fantastic morning event.

CONTENTS

The weather was perfect and the view spectacular,
but the best part was simply being with our
friends to enjoy the fun and friendship we had
all missed so much.
If you would like to join us, the winter session
starts on Tuesday, 5th October at 10 o’clock in
Cove Burgh Hall.
If you fancy trying out some friendship, fun and
fitness do come along then for a trial session. No
experience or partner is necessary.

Community first
responders
Susan Gardner, Community Resilience Facilitator (West),
Scottish Ambulance Service, said: “I was delighted to present
all the community first responders at Garelochhead with
COVID Coins as a thank you from the Scottish Ambulance
Service for all their dedicated work throughout this
pandemic.”
Community first responders are volunteers who are
trained by the ambulance service to attend certain types of
emergency calls in the area where they live or work.
Their aim is to reach a potential life-threatening emergency
in the first vital minutes before the ambulance crew arrives.
Their role is to help stabilise the patient and provide the
appropriate care until the more highly skilled ambulance
crew arrives on scene to take over the treatment.
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Village Voice
Stephen and Karen Clayton

After a very short period, before
we could get started, they threw us
a curveball. We were notified by
Post Office LTD that we were to be
reclassified; we had two options either
convert to a local model, which our
takings bracket did not allow us to do
or leave the network.
By agreeing to go, we would guarantee
a leaving payment on the relocation of
the office. Had we not signed to leave,
we could still have been closed with no
payment option. We were backed into a
corner with no choices. No one else in
the village was prepared to take over, so
we were left in limbo for four years.
Each year, we would get another
yearly extension, not able to move
forward and not make any plans.
We were also reluctant to spend any
money renovating as the post office
could take our office away from us at
any time. We just basically stuck it out,
not knowing what the future held. All
the time, tales filtered through of office
closures all over the country and local
models who had grown tired of the

corporation and had just decided to
remove their counters from their stores.
We stuck it out. Roll on to 2021. last
year, of course, Covid hit, and as with
many local businesses, we struggled.
We were lucky enough to receive a
grant in May last year, which helped
us get through. While we could remain
open, the shop greatly suffered losses as
customers rushed in and out to the Post
office, concerned for people waiting
outside so bypassing the shop.
At the beginning of the year, we applied
for another grant but found that Post
offices were exempt, and while we were
allowed to stay open, this did not take
into account the loss of shop business.
This year our yearly renewal letter
was different. The PO had decided to
reverse forced resignation. We had a
choice to remain on the resignation
list, although it now did not guarantee
a leavers payment. We could withdraw,
and in return, the PO would ensure the
continuation of our current contract,
even to allow it to pass on to the next
owner should we decide to sell the
business; great news indeed.
There is still uncertainty though. The PO
is now in talks concerning postmasters
in traditional offices receiving a
minimum wage as employees; currently,
we are classed as self-employed and
unable to take holidays unless we
pay for post office counter staff cover.

We also have to adhere to contracted
opening hours, hardly self-employed!
Many offices have also received a cut in
remuneration. So reducing pay further.
We have managed to secure the shop
front improvement grant, the gov will
pay 75% of the total cost, up to £3000.
So despite a few early setbacks (the
council forgetting to tell us we had won
the grant), we now have a plan, and the
work has started over a week ago.
As you may have noticed we’re
repainting the shop front, we also have
a new sign and a new front door coming
soon. But don’t worry for those of you
that are fans of the plants. They will all
be put back!
Our business hours will remain as
they are, for the time being. (closure at
3.30pm M,T,T,F, and 1pm on a W and
S) We have had to pursue projects out
with the shop to maintain a minimum
income.
I am expanding my web services and
computer repair and slowly adding to
the VisitKilcreggan.Org project in my
free time. Karen is growing followers
on various web platforms (6.5k at the
last count), hoping to teach modern
preserving methods, and now writing
her first novel. So thank you for
continually supporting us. Please do
not be afraid to browse when people are
waiting outside; we need the custom to
remain open.
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We moved to Kilcreggan in 2011 with
hopes and dreams of taking over the
Post Office when Janet retired. To
do this, we had to submit a complete
business plan to post office limited, be
interviewed and submit disclosures. We
were accepted for the position and had
ambitious plans which included muchneeded improvements.
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Bottled Pleasures
With Stephen Adam
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On long tours throughout Scotland
in the 80’s and 90’s I encountered
pianos of every age and condition;
from the battered Welmar in
Galashiels (whose entire side wall
fell off under pressure from a
voluptuous mezzo crooning “Love
for sale”), to a 9 foot Steinway
inching its way towards the plate
glass of Pitlochry Theatre’s foyer as
I hammered out the grandiose
chords introducing Countess
Mariza.
My singer swiftly dodged round to
the bass end and shouldered me
back towards our audience before
launching into “When I hear those
gypsy fiddles”. After concerts came
the regular question, “How did
you find the piano?” awkward to
answer kindly if I’d removed a beer
glass and cans from under the lid
before the rehearsal (Ardrishaig)
or levelled the sloping keyboard
by removing a stray tuning wedge,
(Stonehaven).
Bringing an old upright to concert
pitch is a challenge for all tuners
and once in Sauchie, I had to
transpose the whole programme
up a semitone to match the
clarinettist - not a problem if he’d
been performing variations on
“There’s a hole in my bucket”, but
tricky when Poulenc’s Sonata had
been expected.
Overnight
page 8
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show parties! The best and
wildest were in the most remote
locations. Thurso possessed not
only a splendid Steinway (fully
braked to avoid traffic accidents),
but a resident wine expert who
provided an array of exotic bottles
to accompany our buffet.

chilled to death - it will reward you
with a refreshing mouthful.

Two Lidl wines were new to me
this month; a disappointing white
Rioja bought because I thought
anything below £5 was worth
exploring . . . wrong! Then a Vinho
verde, made with a grape named
Hungarian wine (apart from Bull’s Avesso from near Amarante, that
Blood, which even my father sold) northern town with the rude
was then all but unknown, but pastries in every baker’s window.
Tony produced a few bottles of This £7.49 white had a nicely
a Eger pinot blanc, whose high prickly mouth feel, and stood up
notes of nail varnish immediately to Duncan’s avocado and celery
expunged the floor wax aroma of gratin with anchovy croutons
Thurso’s High School.
(leftovers can be frozen - then
I was hooked on this acetone smell thrown out).
and have searched ever since for Another good buy is their Cremant
wine with a similar nose. Some d’Alsace rose, a great party sparkler
Languedoc whites give a whiff at £8.49 with plenty of summer
of this, and of course the Gamay fruit and long lasting bubbles.
grape in a young Beaujolais will
be pungent, but when I spied a Duncan’s presently in Wales
Hungarian Pinot Blanc this week researching for next month’s
in Helensburgh’s Co-op, priced at Bottled Pleasures, while I
a very affordable £6.50, I hoped for “stocktake” our upper shelves of
Rhone reds in preparation for
a repeat performance.
August’s flit to Shore Road. I’m
While this bottle hardly delivers
approaching them alphabetically,
the scent of, say, Nitromors
so it’s on to Gigondas tonight. . .
(lovely as a spritzer over ice), a
quite a struggle to taste all those C’s
good hit of apricotty fruit leads
last week; Chateauneuf, Condrieu,
to enough acidity to cope with
Cornas then Cote Rotie . . .endless
my mayonnaise-heavy salad (“no
reds.
lettuce for me” -Duncan). When
warmed up in the glass this wine Has our peninsula ever had a
became flabby and almost sweet, Wine Club? Why not, apart from
so drink this one quickly and the obvious. . . ?
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Peninsula Cookbook
With Sue Montgomery
How is it that every year when it comes to June and summer holidays
we say “where did that year go”. With every milestone time seems to
fly by even quicker. All of a sudden we are searching for activities for
the kids to keep them occupied during the holidays, and allow work to
continue as much as possible.
I am extremely fortunate to work in a lovely environment where I can
just about have my wee boys around (although my productivity goes
down by at least 70% percent on those days – that’s what the nights after
bedtime are for!).
This year I am determined to have some “mum” time and make the
most of these wee lads as much as possible. If this past year teaches
us nothing else it surely makes us realise that people and time with

loved ones is what matters. The work stresses will come and go and the
challenges of life will get worked out – but making memories (as cheesy
as it sounds) is what it’s all about at the end of the day).
So food of course will feature fairly high in our activities together this
summer. My 7 year old, Hamish, shows a particular love of the kitchen
and showing him the basics becomes an activity in itself. These recipes
are some that are easy to do with the wee ones and we give it a go often.
So much so that my husband almost winces when he comes home to
the smell of the thai curry… my favourite but in his eyes its’ been done
to death in our house! A first world problem I say, and he will get what
he’s given!
Happy holidays, enjoy time together with good grub!

Leek & Poppy Seed Sausage Rolls

Strawboffee Pie

Thai Chicken Curry

A twist on the classic, and brill for a change from
sandwiches for summer picnics.

Serves appr. 10 – depending how sweet a tooth you have!

Yum easy soupy curry - a lovely quick tasty
tea!

What you’ll need:
•
•
•

What to do:
1. Drizzle some olive oil into a frying pan and gently
fry the leeks or onions for five or so minutes, until
they are soft. Transfer to a bowl to cool and set to
one side.
2. Carefully unroll the puff pastry onto a chopping
board. Cut it in half lengthways so that you have
two small rectangular pieces.
3. You now need to remove the sausagemeat from
the cases, so, using a sharp knife, score down the
sausage lengthways, then remove the sausagemeat
and discard the skin. Break up the sausagemeat
with your hands and form a long down the centre
of the unrolled pastry, leaving some space at either
end.
4. Spoon over the pre-cooked leeks or onions and
sprinkle some poppy seeds on to the sausagemeat.
5. Using a pastry brush, brush the beaten egg around
the edge of the pastry, then tightly roll up the
pastry so that the sausagemeat is encased. Close
the ends of the pastry, pressing down with a fork
and then using a sharp knife, cut each roll into
mini sausage roll pieces and place onto a baking
sheet.
6. You can freeze the sausage rolls at this stage. I
usually freeze them flat on a baking tray in the
freezer. Once frozen, pop them into a zip lock bag
until needed.
7. To cook the sausage rolls, place them on a baking
tray lined with paper, brush them with some
beaten egg and sprinkle a few more poppy seeds
on top.
8. Place in a pre-heated oven (200C/fan 180C/gas
6) and cook for 25 minutes (from fresh) or 35
minutes (from frozen) until they are golden brown
on top and the meat has cooked through

What you’ll need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

250g digestive biscuits (use chocolate digestives or
some ginger biscuits in there if you fancy)
100g butter, melted
300 ml carton of double cream, whipped
2 Punnets of strawberries, sliced – I like lots of
strawbs in this pud and I know I’ll eat some along
the way!
Grated chocolate or a flake bar to decorate
23cm loose bottomed tart tin

For toffee –a quicker option
(but equally tasty option)
•

397g can of Carnation Caramel

For toffee-if you have more time
•

405g can of condensed milk

What to do:
For Base:
1. Crush the biscuits into crumbs and place in a bowl.
Add the melted butter and mix together.
2. Spoon the crumb mix in the tin and press in the basechill for 10 minutes.
For the Caramel:
1. Quicker option – spread carnation caramel evenly
over biscuit base
2. If you have a bit more time – place can of sweetened
condensed milk in a heavy-bottomed saucepan and
fill with water covering the top of the can. Bring to
the boil and reduce heat slightly making sure the can
remains completely covered and boil for 2-3 hours.
Using a pair of tongs, turn the tin over every 20
minutes or so. Allow to cool for at least 30 minutes
before very carefully opening the can. Spread the
caramel over the biscuit base.
3. Slice strawberries and scatter over the caramel –
leaving about ¼ to decorate
4. Spoon the whipped cream over the strawberries and
finally sprinkle remaining strawberries on top along
with grated chocolate.
5. Chill until ready to serve and then dig in!

What you’ll need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 onion
1 stalk lemongrass
1 tbsp vegetable oil
3-4 tsp red or green Thai curry paste
4 boneless and skinless chicken breasts,
cut into bite-size pieces
1 tbsp fish sauce
1 tsp sugar, brown is best
400ml can coconut milk
20g pack fresh coriander – love it!

So here goes...
1. Peel onion and finely slice. Very finely
slice the lemongrass.
2. Heat the oil in a wok or large saucepan for
a couple of minutes until the oil separates
(it looks more liquid at this point). Add
the onion. Fry for 3-5 mins, until soft and
translucent. Stir in the curry paste and
cook for 1 min, stirring all the time.
3. Add chicken pieces and stir until they
cooked. Add the fish sauce, sugar and
coconut milk. Bring slowly to the boil,
then reduce heat and simmer, uncovered,
for 15 mins. Stir the curry a few times
while it cooks, to stop it sticking and to
keep the chicken submerged.
4. While the chicken is cooking, strip the
leaves from the coriander stalks, gather
into a pile and chop very roughly. Taste
the curry and add a little more curry
paste and salt if you think it needs it.
Stir half the coriander into the curry and
sprinkle the rest over the top. Serve with
rice and you’re good to go!
Easy Peasy Lemon Squeezy!

N.B. if you fancy using other berries they work
brilliantly too, raspberries especially!
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•
•
•

1 leek or one sweet onion, finely chopped
Drizzle olive oil
1 packet shop bought ready-to-roll puff pastry
(preferably rectangular!)
4 good quality sausages
1 egg, beaten
Poppy seeds or sesame seeds

A twist on the popular banoffee pie – give it a go with
strawberries instead of bananas. What’s not to like!?

the Pen Mag

Commodore’s Log - June
Cove Sailing Club
committee room and strim and trim the
undergrowth around the club. A few
more repairs to complete and the club
will look her best for the month and
summer ahead.

CONTENTS

Looking forward, July will bring two
annual events to the club. On 3 July, the
annual Cove Regatta will take place. If
the weather continues like it is just now,
it will be a great day to be on or near
the water. Visitors from other clubs are
eagerly anticipated and a slimmed down
post race refreshment is also planned,
fully Covid compliant thanks to Leeanne.

A hint of summer arrives with June.
Some great weather and more sailing!
The Cadets have been hitting the water
every week on Mondays and Wednesdays
to hone their skills with Arlene and
Claire. Even when there is no wind, the
capsize drills are fun, build confidence
and prepare them for when it happens
when you don’t expect it. The older cadets
and a brave new member, Keith, have also
been receiving some race training from
Zoe and Claire . Onshore theory and on
the water drills have been helping them
understand the ins and outs of race starts,
upwind and downwind boat handling
and yes, recovering from a capsize when
the wind does blow. Great fun and they
are all enjoying it, even when wet!
On the 26th of June the Cadets held a
mini regatta to put their race training in
to practice, despite the wind not arriving
until after lunch. A ‘paddle the boat’
scavenger hunt and around the buoy
swim race completed the events for the
afternoon. With a triple joint third place,
everyone was a winner.
Earlier in the month, the annual Cove
Sailing Club picnic at Ardentinny beach
was well attended. Families and new
members made their way by boat and
car to enjoy a day on the beach. A
good breeze kept the midges at bay and
BBQ’s, conversation and catching up with
friends and neighbours was well enjoyed.
page 10

The annual tug of war was a challenging
affair despite the Commodore taking
executive action and relinquishing his
role as referee to help the underdogs even
the score.
Loch Long racing has continued on
Tuesday’s and Fridays with conditions
ranging from no wind to strong winds.
There are now 7 Loch Longs afloat with
the promise of at least two more, so it is
great to see that number on the moorings
at the club.
The spring work party, which was
delayed somewhat to account for Covid
restrictions took place on 27 June. Twelve
members braved the glorious weather
to repair and paint the clubhouse, clear
out some much needed dross from the

This year Loch Long week is in Aldeburgh
and a few of the Cove fleet are planning
to head down later in July to meet old
friends and race on the Alde River
between 22 and 26 July . The event is
eagerly anticipated by members of both
clubs, especially having cancelled the
event last year.
Remember, this year we have waived
membership fees in light of the reduced
programme we can offer, so it’s a good
deal to join the club and see what we
get up to. And we have boats to loan to
members who want to get on the water
but don’t own a boat.
Get in touch with me or Club Secretary,
Alison Robinson, details on the webpage,
www.covesailingclub.co.uk .
Hope to see you out there
Wells Grogan
Commodore Cove Sailing Club
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Understanding Antiques
With Roo Irvine

Willy Wonka’s
Glass Factory…

In the world of Silver, certain objects
became known as ‘toys’ for grown-ups,
such as animal-shaped pincushions,
or duck-head decanters. ‘Toys’ was
simply another name for Novelties, and
Birmingham, the home of Silver, became
known as the toyshop of Europe! Objets
de Vertu (Objects of Virtue) are known for
being perfect, beautiful, and a fine example
of someone’s craftsmanship and skill,- a
calling card if you may, but the finest
calling card you will see. The Imperial
Faberge Eggs are a fine example of this.
The world of Glass also has it’s own objects
of virtue, but they differ in a sense that the
objects are spontaneous, one-off, unique
and purely decorative. Other precious
antiques, like a Faberge egg take months
of planning and craftsmanship, whereas in
this area of Glass, the item is merely born
out of a common problem… leftover glass.
It doesn’t sound terribly exciting, but this is
where the glassmaker sheds all inhibition,
rules and planning and Just. Gets. Creative.
‘End-of-Day’ Glass is exactly that- it refers

These pieces are also called Friggers and
have been in existence ever since the
beginning of glass. They’re often novelty
items like decorative canes, rolling pins,
pipes, miniature boots and even animals!
In the 1800’s, romantic sailors would
inscribe hollow glass rolling pins with
poems for their sweethearts, or fill them
with luxury treats such as rum or tea. Most
friggers aren’t intended to be used, but
appreciated as colourful works of art. They
are easier to spot because of the variety of
colours used to make these pieces, so no
two pieces are ever identical. It allowed
the glassmaker to truly experiment with
no rules, no guidelines, just colour and
imagination.
So, how do we decipher between End
of Day items and Friggers? A frigger is a
whimsical item, made as a one-off, never
intended for production, - very much a
personal piece, hence why friggers are
also called Whimsies! Historically made
more so from the 1790’s, and increasingly
popular amongst 19th Century Victorian

glassmakers, they have become very
collectable. Many of them were made
in Nailsea; hence the term Nailsea glass
also gets applied to End of Day Glass.
Sometimes the glass factory was so
enamoured by the piece made that it was
put into production.
To add another term into the ‘mix’ spatter
glass is also made of a variety of coloured
glass and can often be called End-of-Day
Glass. It is hand-blown and rolled over
a heated metal plate and picks up small
chips of coloured crushed or powdered
glass. When blown, these little nuggets
of colour stretch and sway into beautiful
patterns. The technique was actually
popular in Roman times. They’re instantly
recognisable by the pattern, but because
they were made for general production,
they are NOT Friggers or whimsies!
When we think of retro Murano glass, we
remember the fish of many colours, which
utilised leftover glass too but were made
on a larger scale. End-of-Day, Friggers,
Whimsies, Nailsea and Spatter Glass- so
many names, so much colour!
The infinite world of antiques is wonderful
for reminding us to see the beauty in
everything, but within that world are those
rare objects that truly make us smile and
feel like a kid again. Sometimes you can’t
put a price on that kind of time travel!

(Roo Irvine owns Kilcreggan Antiques
and is a BBC Presenter on Antiques
Roadtrip and Bargain Hunt. Find
out more at www.rooirvine.com
and www.kilcregganantiques.com
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Almost every area of Antiques has
a light-hearted, novelty ‘range’ that
teases a smile from the lips, ignites the
imagination and brings out the child-like
excitement at seeing an item of beauty.
Today’s demanding world combined with
adulthood means we easily forget those
innocent joys, where not everything needs
to have a purpose; it can just be loved for
what it is.

to any item made at the end of the day with
any leftover molten glass in the pots. These
glassmakers produced factory pieces for a
company. However, at the end of the day,
most companies allowed them to use up
the leftover glass providing the items made
didn’t compete with what the company
were selling. Sometimes they made
decorative items for their own home and
sometimes they chose to subsidise their
wages by selling them down the pub after a
heavy shift! Either way, they had complete
creative control and could make whatever
their hearts desired with the ‘leftovers’.
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Growing Pains
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With Liz Mathie

Where have all the flowers gone……? The
rhododendrons are over, leaving colourful
doilies of petals on the grass. My young
granddaughter spent a happy afternoon
creating pastel mosaics with the fallen blooms.
There is still plenty of colour, of course there
is, but nothing is quite so in-your-face as a big,
blowsy Rhoddie!
The grass (it was never a lawn) is being
cut less frequently. As a result, it is full of
buttercups, daisies, clover, heath bedstraw
and one northern marsh orchid (dactylorhiza
purpurella). They have also appeared in some
of my alpine troughs but they like a deeper,
damper soil so I am going to move one or two
in the hope that they will survive in the grass.
It’s the nearest to machair I’m ever likely to get!
Plants often tell you exactly where they want
to grow. A tiny, little alyssum has seeded
itself into the smallest of cracks in the paving,
finding even the gravelly conditions in the
trough too rich, as has the Mexican fleabane (
erigeron karvinskianus) and the fairy foxglove
( erinus alpinus ).
What has stayed in the trough is the suicide
lily (gladiolus flanaganii ), which is found in
cliffs of the Drakensberg mountains in South
Africa and, as you can guess, is blood red.
It was named in commemoration of H.G.
Flanagan, a botanist from the Eastern Cape. I
don’t grow any of the larger flowered gladiolus.
I find them too stiff and difficult to place, but
there are several different, smaller varieties of
the sword lily. Its name is derived from the
Latin for sword – gladius, that being the shape
of the leaves. That’s where we also get the word
gladiator.
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Botanical plant names can be a bit of a
mouthful. When the modern system of
naming was devised by Linnaeus in the 18th
century, Latin was still the language of science
as well as being the only universal language
although there are some words from Greek in
particular.
A different name can lead to confusion. The
Scottish bluebell is the harebell, whereas the
English one is a completely different plant,
related to hyacinths. I was given a copy of
Gardener’s Latin by Richard Bird a few years
ago. It is not a great scholastic tome, but a
slim volume, beautifully illustrated and easily
understood. Had it been required reading in
school all those decades ago, I might have paid
more attention to my Latin teacher!
Another alpine in spectacular flower at the
moment is Saxifraga paniculata ‘Lutea’…”
Please, no more Latin names” I hear you
groan! It is related to London Pride, which
will be flowering in most folks’ gardens
now. Paniculata means it has little flowering
branches and lutea means it’s sort of pale
lemony. I have kept it in the greenhouse this
year as the deer always eat the flower spike.
On the subject of everyone’s least favourite
hoofed grazer – I am trialling yet another
deterrent. The garden is now festooned with
reflective tape, strung between canes. It looks
like a cheapskate’s garden party! So far, they
seem to be avoiding the taped areas, but
they will probably get used to it. I’ll keep you
posted. Another pest I seem to have acquired
is a senile squirrel. It has obviously forgotten
where it buried its nuts as so far I have pulled
three tiny oak trees from the grass!

The crows have admitted defeat and left. For
a week or more I had to empty the bird bath
as it was full of ‘bread soup’. Like youngsters
everywhere, the fledgling corvids were fussy
eaters and didn’t like dry bread. At some point
during the week they progressed to meat, as
I found the picked-clean remains of a crow’s
wings in the bath – or maybe it was a parting
gift! According to the RSPB, bread is a ‘dry
filler’. If you still want to put out bread, could
you please tear it up into baby bird sized pieces
so it doesn’t get dunked!
The Globemaster alliums certainly have the
‘wow’ factor, with rounded, deep violet flower
heads, 15-20 cm in diameter and they are a
magnet for insects, especially bees. I watch
in amusement as the buff-tailed bumblebees
behave like ducks on a pond – heads down,
bums up, as they push their way further in to
the flower heads to reach the hidden nectar.
When that source is exhausted, they zoom
in on the foxgloves, landing on the lower lip
before climbing up the tube, dropping pollen
from other foxgloves as they go. I let the
plants grow where they will. They are easily
removed, and those that germinate next year
can be transplanted as seedlings. I have never
had success with cultivated varieties, perhaps
because I expect them to survive on neglect as
the wild ones do.
Finally, why don’t you find a plant that is
looking good just now and Google its common
name. You can impress your friends with its
Latin name next time they are in your garden!
My favourite tongue-twister is Crinodendron
hookerianum, in flower at the moment. Vale.
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What’s On - July 2021

If you know of any community groups that should be in
What’s On please contact ronatmc@hotmail.com
Aspire Academy of Dance, Monday
and Tuesday afternoons, Gibson Hall.
Contact Ashley on 07756 817159
Cove Community Library, Mon, Wed,
Fri & Sat. Times on
www.coveburghhall.org.uk website.
Dog Training Club, Wednesday
evenings, Gibson Hall
07384 341920 or ghdogclub@icloud.com
to join the waiting list.

Line Dancing Classes, Wednesday
1800 – 1900, Cove Burgh Hall and
Thursday at Ardencaple Hotel.
Follow on facebook @reboot
Tai Chi, Monday 10.30-11.30 Gibson
Hall, Contact Chris on 07391 919293
or taijienergy4u@gmail.com

Fun First, Wednesday mornings,
Gibson Hall - Mail@funfirst.org.uk
or 07593 594401 to book a place
Garelochhead Station Trust fortnightly
brunch club, Tuesday’s 3rd, 17th and
31st August. Gibson Hall
Morevain@garelochheadstationtrust.co.uk
or 07541 777559
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Community Groups are welcome to advertise their regular event slots in
our What’s On page. Currently groups are off for the Summer, and most
will resume in September.
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Crossword

?
?
?

Down
1. Mariners (7)
2. Possessed (5)
3. Boredom (6)
4. Legal excuse (5)
5. Svelte (7)
6. Beer mug (5)
8. Relating to country life (5)
13. Tycoon (7)
15. Dialect (5)
16. Condense (7)
17. Worshipped (6)
18. Forgo (5)
19. Graded (5)
21. Criminal (5)
Down
1. Mariners (7)
2. Possessed (5)
3. Boredom (6)
4. Legal excuse (5)
5. Svelte (7)
6. Beer mug (5)
8. Relating to country life (5)
13. Tycoon (7)
15. Dialect (5)
16. Condense (7)
17. Worshipped (6)
18. Forgo (5)
19. Graded (5)
21. Criminal (5)

Across
1. Utensil (5)
3. Path (5)
7. Disregarded (7)
9. Send out (5)
10. Military command (5)
11. Mythical beast (7)
12. Taste (6)
14. Movie house (6)
18. Bet (7)
20. Deduce (5)
22. Unsuitable (5)
23. Roamed (7)
24. Finished (5)
25. Small boat (5)

Across
1. Utensil (5)
For all you crossword buffs out there we hope you enjoy doing the
3. Path
crossword
again.(5)
You can print just this page at home or ask in
Kilcreggan Post Office and they will print it for you.
7. Disregarded (7)
There will be no prize on offer at this time.
9. Send out (5)
10.
page
14 Military command (5)
11. Mythical beast (7)
12. Taste (6)

Last Month’s
solution

the Pen Mag

Author of the Month - Gavin Esler
By Jeanne Brady

In 1976, having been rejected twice
by the BBC, at the tender age of 23,
he joined the Belfast Telegraph, and
the following year became the BBC’s
Northern Ireland correspondent. (In
an interview in 2001, he wrote ‘I’ve
been getting my revenge on the BBC
executives responsible ever since … .’)

replaced Jeremy Vine as Newsnight’s
chief presenter, as well as dispatching
documentaries from Europe, Russia,
China and the Americas.
In 2017, he announced that he would
be leaving the BBC to concentrate on
writing, but has returned for occasional
broadcasts, including presenting the
programme Talking Books.
The author of five novels, Esler has
drawn on his experiences on both sides
of the Atlantic to construct realistic
scenarios of people who have or want
power, and what they will go through to
either gain it, retain it, enhance it, and/
or prevent others from having it.

Born in Glasgow in 1953, his family
soon moved to Edinburgh, and he
attended George Heriot’s School on a
scholarship, beginning at age 7. From
1977 to 2017, he has travelled the world
as a BBC correspondent and anchor,
taking on many different assignments.

For example, in Power Play (2010), the
Anglo-American ‘special relationship’
supplies the background for a thriller
involving the disappearance of the US
Vice President on British soil, while in
A Scandalous Man (2008), Esler creates
a wide cast of characters – politicians,
arms-dealers,
fundamentalists,
students, among others – to illustrate
post-9/11 London in its many, multicultural guises.

In 1982, he became chief correspondent
in Washington, DC, a role that expanded
seven years later to being responsible
for all of the BBC’s North American
coverage. He also assumed the role
of presenter for BBC One’s London
and SE regional news, and in 2003,

He has also published four non-fiction
works. His first, The United States of
Anger (1998), is informed by his eight
years as the BBC’s US correspondent,
and provides a sharply drawn portrait
of a divided and angry country (perhaps
he’ll write a new edition, as those

divisions don’t seem to have relented
very much).
In Brexit Without the Bullshit (2019), he
gives a calm assessment of how Brexit
would affect the UK in terms of health
(particularly the NHS), jobs, education,
food and travel. As one reviewer
remarked ‘We should have had this to
read before 2016.’
In 2019, Esler himself stood as a
candidate for membership of the
European Parliament for the pro-EU
Change UK party, but was unsuccessful.
The sub-title of How Britain Ends, Esler’s
latest offering, is English Nationalism
and the Rebirth of Four Nations, and
is an exploration of just that: English
nationalism.
Does this particular brand of
nationalism pose even more of a
threat to UK unionism than Scottish
nationalism? Current events suggest
that Esler was prescient in his cleareyed and incisive analysis of trends
presenting themselves in the politics
and the media of the British Isles.
There will no doubt be some lively
discussion when Gavin Esler appears
at the next Cove and Kilcreggan Book
Festival alongside Professor Ailsa
Henderson!
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Being a well-kent name in British
broadcasting, it may not come as too
much of a surprise to learn that Gavin
Esler also has the label ‘writer’ attached
to his biography. But as a late teenager,
he was preparing to enter medical school
in Edinburgh, when a change of heart
brought about a change in direction,
and he nurtured his early love of writing
to gain a degree in modern English and
American literature at Kent University
(where he is now chancellor), and an
MA in Irish literature from Leeds Uni.

We are very lucky on the Rosneath Peninsula to have a team of Community First
Responders.
On the Peninsula we live 20/30 minutes from the nearest ambulance station. If you call
an ambulance a Community First Responder may be notified by the Scottish
Ambulance Service and they could be the first person on scene. The Community First
Responder will assess the situation, will attend to you and will wait with you and
reassure you while you await the ambulance. Currently we are lucky enough to have a
team of 7 with one person on call almost 24:7. Every one of our Community First
Responders is a volunteer and is fully trained by the Scottish Ambulance Service to work
within a specific remit eg cardiac arrests, heart attacks, strokes and some other medical
emergencies.
Our Community First Responders have fundraised in the past and provided public
access defibrillators across the Garelochhead and Rosneath Peninsula areas. Thanks to
them we now have public access defibrillators at; Gibson Hall, and Eureka
in Garelochhead; Barremann Bowling Club, Clynder; McIntyre’s Butcher,
Rosneath; Rosneath Caravan Park; Ensign Motifs, Fort Road, Kilcreggan; Cafe@Kilcreggan;
Cove Burgh Hall, Cove; Cove Sailing Club; Knockderry House Hotel, Cove and Cove Park.
They have also supplied defibrillators to primary schools at Kilcreggan, Rosneath and Garelochhead.

CONTENTS

To find out more or to donate to the Garelochhead & Rosneath Peninsula Community
First Responders, please contact John Webb on 07775690949 or
email John.Webb3@yahoo.co.uk

NHS 24
HOSPITALS

Join your local Yoga Classes on-line

HELPLINES

111

Vale of Leven

Citizens Advice
01389 754121 Women’s Aid

01436 67911
01369 706636

RAH Paisley

0141 887 9111 Rape Crisis

0800 121 4685

116 123
0141 211 3000 Samaritans
Childline
0800 1111
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital
0141 452 2600 Scotland’s Domestic Abuse
Helpline
0800 027 1234
Royal Hospital for Children
0141 201 0000 SAMH (Scottish Association for
Mental Health) 0141 530 1000
Beatson West of Scotland Cancer
Centre
0141 301 7000 Breathing Space - if you are feeling overwhelmed 0800 838587
Glasgow Dental Hospital
0141 211 9600

Happy Days Yoga

Gartnaval

Coronavirus helpline
0800 028 2816

Utilities

Argyll & Bute Council
Social Work Services
01631 566 491
Homelessness 0345 056 5457
0800 111999 Housing Repairs 0800 028 2755

Gas
National Gas Emergency

Electricity
North of Scotland
Scottish & Souther Energy Networks
0800 300999
Central & Southern Scotland
Scottish Power Energy Networks
0800 0929290
National Power Cut
105
Water
Scottish Water
0800 0778778

16

POLICE SCOTLAND

101

Yoga continues as normal on line. Just contact Roni to join the class.
It is on Facebook at Happy Days Yoga where you can click on a link
and join in the class, or email myhappydaysyoga@gmail.com. The
classes are 1 hour which gives time to say hi to everyone and have a
wee chat which right now is as important as the yoga practice. The
classes are £5 which can be paid direct into my account or via Pay Pal,
can be arranged at a later date, just show up on the mat, chat and
give yourself a break. 💜💜
Monday Ashtanga 9.30am 💜💜
Tuesday Flow/ Yin Yoga 8pm 💜💜
Wednesday Chair 10am💜💜
Thursday Flow/Yin 8pm💜💜
Friday Chair Yoga 1pm 💜💜

EMERGENCY SERVICES
FIRE, POLICE, AMBULANCE,
LIFEBOAT
999
Seeing the world

from a new perspective.
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Ministerial Musings
With the Rev Christine Murdoch
Freedom is coming,
freedom is coming,
freedom is coming,
O yes, I know!
South African Protest Song

Whether or not restrictions are eased
on those dates or not, I suspect we will
not be free from COVID-19 and its
mutations for a very long time and so,
as Eleanor Roosevelt reminds us, with
freedom will come the responsibility
to exercise it wisely. Which begs the
question are we ever totally free? In
the past many people in Scotland
believe in predestination, that is the
doctrine that all events have been
willed by God, usually with reference
to the eventual fate of the individual
soul.
The argument being that if God knows
what we are going to do in advance
of when we do, it then we are not
free to choose an alternative action.

I am sure we all know someone well
enough to know what their choices
will be in particular circumstances.
For example, just because you know a
friend will always choose a steak over
the fish dish in a restaurant does not
mean they are not free to choose the
fish, you just know they prefer steak.
Or another example, just because we
suspected that the men’s Scotland
national football team would not
progress to the last 16 of the Euros
2020, did not mean they were not free
so to do!
Yet just because we are free to make
our own decisions, does not mean
that all decisions are wise. Living in
a liberal democracy, we often police
ourselves on how we exercise our
freedoms, we recognise the truth that
no one is an island, entire of itself.1
We know that we are interdependent
and that has been seen in the last 16
months as we have lived with COVID
restrictions and learned how our
personal actions affect the lives.
Which brings me back to the men’s
Scotland national football team and
how their actions affect a whole nation
(I do realise that not everyone living
in Scotland is a football fan, however,
the Euros will have impinged on all
our lives in some way). Those of us
who identify with the Tartan Army

were on a roller coaster ride for 9
days in June. Whether we were sitting
watching at home, in a bar, at the fan
zone in Glasgow, or lucky enough to
have a ticket for any of the matches,
we were united in the dream that this
tournament could be the one where
we finally progress out of the group
stages. As I said earlier, I suspect most
of us knew that was a dream. Yet the
team played with determination and
did not give up trying until the final
whistle was blown. They were simply
outclassed.
Yet the there is hope for the future,
a future in which we will not have
players self-isolating after testing
positive for COVID and a team which
now has experience of playing world
class football three times in nine days.
I hope and pray this experience will
bode well for the future.
In the meantime, freedom is coming
and I hope we all exercise our freedom
responsibly. For now, keep safe.

1

John Donne
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At the time of writing I have three
more days before I begin my summer
holiday, so I certainly feel as if freedom
is coming. Like most people we will
be holidaying in Scotland this year, in
fact we are staying withing our own
Council area as we will be visiting
friends in Bute. Freedom of another
kind may be coming on July 19th
when the Scottish Government hopes
that the whole of Scotland will be able
to move to Level 0 restrictions before
ending most restrictions on August
9th. This is of course dependent on
all necessary vaccination and harm
reduction measures are met.
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A family owned business looking after families
around the Rosneath Peninsula, Helensburgh and Lomond area.
Personal and professional 24 hour service 365 days a year.

01436 677768

The Millig Funeral Home, 137 East Clyde Street, Helensburgh G84 7AA
Phone: 01436 677768 Fax: 01436 677726

CONTENTS

Little Aiden Cottage, Barbour Road, Kilcreggan, Helensburgh G84 0LA
Phone: 01436 842884 Email: jim@jamesauldfunerals.co.uk
www.jamesauldfunerals.co.uk
Member’s of the National Society of Allied & Independent Funeral Directors
abiding by its code of practice. As part of our services we are pleased to advise on
Funeral Planning. Golden Charter are our recommended Funeral Plan.

•
•
•
•
•

MORTGAGES
PROTECTION
PENSIONS
INVESTMENTS
INSURANCES

We have been providing a Friendly,
Reliable and Professional service to our
clients for almost 30 years and we have
been here on your Peninsula for 17 years.
“You can trust us, to make a positive
difference to your life”
For help and advice contact us on:
Tel:
Mob:
Email:
Web:

01436 811147
07720075305
john@craiglyonfinancial.co.uk
www.craiglyonfinancial.co.uk

Craiglyon Financial Management Limited is authorised and regulated by Financial Conduct Authority.
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Train dep Glasgow
Train arr Gourock
0641
0654

0555
0636

0750
0803

0727
0740

0625
0711

0843
0856

0820
0833

0722
0809

1024
1103

0953
1006

0916
0929

0828
0906

1124
1203

1053
1106

1016
1029

0925
1003

1208
1259

1139
1152

1116
1129

1025
1103

1338
1429

1319
1332

1256
1309

1155
1233

1424
1503

1405
1418

1342
1355

1255
1333

1524
1607

1455
1508

1428
1441

1325
1404

1627
1708

1555
1608

1518
1531

1425
1503

1724
1804

1702
1715

1618
1631

1525
1604

1808
1859

1748
1801

1725
1738

1618
1708

1908
1959

1726
1805
A
1813
1826
A
1836
1849

Return

Single
£25.00

£7.00

£3.60

Adult

n/a

10 Journey

Fares are subject to change.

Saturdays

No Sunday Service

Code A On the 1813 hours journey from Gourock, should the train be late in arriving,
the ferry will wait a maximum of 12 minutes until 1825 hours.

Passengers must present themselves at the ferry gangway at least 2 minutes before
departure time. This service will not operate on 1 & 2 January and 25 & 26 December.
Train times are valid between 9 December 2018 and 18 May 2019. For train times
outside of this period, please contact the service provider on 03457 48 49 50.

Whilst every effort will be made to adhere to the scheduled times, SPT disclaims any liability in respect of loss or
inconvenience arising from any failure to operate journeys as published, changes of timing or printing errors.
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Gourock
Kilcreggan
0704
0717

0908
0959

1618
1709

Timetable

The best way to see the stunning Clyde estuary
is by the Kilcreggan ferry. It operates all year
round between Kilcreggan and Gourock, with a
crossing time of less than 15 minutes. The ferry
is a convenient link for those who wish to explore
the Rosneath peninsula. If you’re travelling from
Kilcreggan to Gourock, you can take a ferry to
Dunoon or a train or bus to any destination south
of the Clyde.
Kilcreggan
Gourock
0811
0850

1525
1605

1725
1738

1725
1805
A
1813
1826
A
1836
1849

For details of all tickets and fares please contact Clyde
Marine Services on 01475 721 281.
*Important note: A Strathclyde Concessionary Ferry
Travel Card with Gourock-Kilcreggan (Rosneath
Peninsula) ferry route marked on it is needed to obtain
concessionary travel on this route.
**Companion fares are available to people assisting
holders of a Strathclyde Concessionary Companion
Ferry Travel Card with Gourock-Kilcreggan (Rosneath
Peninsula) ferry route marked on it and are charged at
half the full price of an adult fare.
Children aged five or under travel for free if accompanied
by a fare-paying adult. Maximum of two children per
fare-paying adult. Ferry service operated by Clyde Marine
Services on behalf of SPT. For ferry enquiries please call
0145 721 281.
Since the infrastructure at pierheads and prevailing
weather conditions may, unfortunately, pose difficulties
for passengers with mobility difficulties, such passengers
are strongly urged to telephone the numbers above in
advance of travel to ensure that the journey may be
undertaken safely.

Current at December 2018

Mondays to Fridays

Both ZoneCard (with relevant zones) and Daytripper tickets
are valid on the ferry.
0728
0818

1425
1504

1618
1631

1748
1801

1908
1959

Fares
Train dep Gourock
Train arr Glasgow

1325
1404

1518
1531

1702
1715

1808
1859

Companion**

1255
1334

1429
1442

1555
1608

1724
1803

Concession*

1155
1234

1343
1356

1455
1508

1627
1709

Child

1025
1104

1256
1309

1406
1419

1524
1606

£1.80

0925
1004

1116
1129

1319
1333

1424
1503

£3.50

0825
0903

1022
1035

1139
1152

1338
1429

£1.50

0740
0830

0936
0949

1053
1106

1208
1259

£1.00

0706
0758

0850
0903

0959
1012

1124
1203

£1.80

Train dep Glasgow
Train arr Gourock

0804
0817

0914
0926

1024
1103

£3.50

Gourock
Kilcreggan

0827
0840

0939
1029

n/a

Kilcreggan
Gourock

0908
0959

n/a

Train dep Gourock
Train arr Glasgow
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Transport Timetables
Service 340

Helensburgh – Vale of Leven Hospital – Royal Alexandra Hospital

Operated by McColl’s Travel Limited on behalf of SPT

Route Service 340: from Helensburgh Rail Station via Princes Street East, Sinclair Street, Luss Road, A818, Crosskeys Roundabout,
A818 Arden Roundabout, A82, A811, Luss Road, North Main Street, Vale of Leven Hospital access road (clockwise), North Main Street,
Bank Street, B857, Main Street, Lennox Street, Renton Road, Glasgow Road, High Street, Church Street, Glasgow Road, Dumbarton
Road, Great Western Road, A898, Erskine Bridge, M898, M8, St James Interchange, A726, Greenock Road, Caledonia Street,
HELE•
• SBURGH Street, Corsebar
VALE Road,
OF LEVEN
HOSPITAL
ROYAL
ALEXANDRA
HOSPITAL
Underwood Road, B7050,
Maxwellton
access
road to Paisley, Royal
Alexandria
Hospital.

HOSPITAL BUS SERVICES 340/306

SATURDAY SUNDAY & PUB HOLS
- FRIDAY
Journeys via Rosshead operate from Vale of Leven HospitalMONDAY
access road,
Heather Avenue, Colquhoun Drive, Halkett Crescent
Helensburgh
13:40
17:45
Colquhoun
Drive, Heather Avenue, North Main07:15
Street then normal route to Royal Alexandria Hospital
(340)

(340)

(340)

Return from
Alexandra
via access road, Corsebar Road, Maxwellton Street, B7050, 14:00
Underwood18:05
Road,
Vale Paisley,
of Level Royal
Hospital
Entrance Hospital
07:35
(340) Interchange, M8, M898, Erskine Bridge, A898, Great Western
(340)Road, Dumbarton
(340)
Caledonia Street, Greenock Road, A726, St James
Vale of Level
Entrance
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Get in touch now to see how
I can help with your next project
Contact Graeme on:
07889 218072
or info@orangerevamp.co.uk
www.orangerevamp.co.uk

Mention
the Pen Mag
when ordering
and get a
10% discount

